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County Highway Changes: Skilled Assemblage Absorbed by
Fulton Rotary Members and Passed Appeals of Congressman

Lockies on Monday Inboard
Sultan Barry

Abstract—This paper investigates the county highway changes in Fulton,
specifically focusing on the role of skilled assemblage absorbed by members
of the Fulton Rotary and the appeals made by Congressman Lockies. Using
a qualitative research design, data was collected through interviews and
observations of the Fulton Rotary members and Congressman Lockies during
the process of advocating for the highway changes. The findings suggest that
the skilled assemblage of the Fulton Rotary members played a significant
role in the successful passing of the appeals made by Congressman Lockies
on Monday inboard. The paper concludes by highlighting the importance of
community involvement in local decision-making processes and the potential
impact of skilled assemblage in achieving desired outcomes.
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II. RELATED WORK
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